Shoe and Bag Protectors
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SI020100
Leather / Fabric
Type NR

Type number SIO20150 Protector Shoe & Bag 100ml		

SIO20100

Fabric and Leather

Description

This Leather and Fabric Protector is a high-tech Nano layer, it forms

Protector Shoe & Bag 100ml

a water and oil repellent flexible and durable barrier for shoe and

Used for

bags made of fabric and original leathers.

Leather & Fabric

A standard leather shoe car will need circa 10ml, a boots or bag will

Notice

need more depending on their size and the surface, leather needs

Transparent (non visible)

less and fabric needs more.

All boxes are sealed
in plastic to avoid
transportation damage and
to ensure a proper re-sale.

Advantages of Shoe and Bag protection
The Nano layer keeps the surface protected as it push away dirt and
water.
The dirt has less change to penetrate into your shoes or bags fabric
wires or leather.
Dirt is more easy to remove and more easy to clean.
The Nano layer is a flexible, breathable and invisible
Technical info
This Nano layer is a high-tech layer to form a water and oil repellent
durable barrier on the surface of textiles and original leathers. In this
product we managed to develop an ultra strong grip on the surface
treated, and we optimised the durability for long lasting protection.
Fabric & Leather protector is using a solvent-based type of sol-gel
system. organic compounds and inorganic nano-scale compounds
form a fully breathable, invisible layer what is chemically bonding on
the surface treated.
Its important that shoe and bags are in new or almost new condition,
and that they are free from any contamination and dirt. as the Nano
layer only can attach to clean surfaces.
Spray the surface till it is saturated, and let it dry for at least 24
hours. The layer need this time to build up his strength.
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SI020120
Leather / Fabric
Type NR
SIO2S120 Sport Edition

Shoe Protector Spray 12 x10 ml Fabric & Leather
This Leather and Fabric Protector is a high-tech Nano layer, it form a

Description

water and oil repellent flexible and durable barrier for shoe made of

Shoe & Bag Protector 		

fabric and original leathers.

Spray 12 x 10ml
Used for
Leather & Fabric
Notice
Transparent (non visible)
All boxes are sealed
in plastic to avoid
transportation damage and
to ensure a proper re-sale.

A standard leather shoe car will need circa 10ml, a boots or bag will
need more depending on their size and the surface leather needs
less and fabric needs more.
Advantages of Shoe and Bag protection
The Nano layer keeps the surface protected as it pushes away dirt
and water
The dirt has less change to penetrate into your shoes or bags fabric
wires or leather
Dirt is more easy to remove and more easy to clean
The Nano layer is flexible, breathable and invisible
Technical info
This Nano layer is a high-tech layer to form a water and oil repellent
durable barrier on the surface of textiles and original leathers. In this
products we managed to develop an ultra strong grip on the surface
treated and we optimised the durability for long lasting protection.
Fabric & Leather protector is using a solvent-based type of sol-gel
system to install interlaced, organise themselves after deducting
organic compounds and inorganic nano-scale to form a fully
breathable, invisible layer of chemical bonds on the surface treated.
Its important that shoe and bags are in new or almost new condition,
and that they are free from any contamination and dirt. as the Nano
layer only can attach to clean surfaces. Spray the surface till it is
saturated, and let it dry for at least 24 hours. The layer need this time
to build up his strength.
Over de counter display
The 12 small bottles are nicely fit into an over the counter display,
ready to increase your daily profit by adding their value to every
shoe sold.
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PT Nano Ceramic Indonesia,
JI Setia Budi 172, Tanjung Rejo 20122 Medan, Indonesia

Distribution

shoe@nano-ceramic.com
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